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Introduction - Why Plant Photography?

● Identification

● Documentation

● Research

● Artistic

● general interest



What makes a great photograph

● good lighting

● clarity and focus of subject

● Colour/contrast

● form/content

● framing



Lighting

● outdoor photography dependant on 
weather

○ direct sunlight causes hard shadows and 
high contrast images

○ cloudy/overcast days provide soft shadows, 
uniform lighting

○ photos in shade will have a blue tint/hue
○ ”Golden Hour” refers to the hour right after 

sunrise/before sunset when light is less 
intense, but provides warmth and vibrance
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Lighting - Exposure

● For good plant photographs make sure 
that images are not over exposed or 
under exposed

● changing exposure depends on the 
camera type:

○ Smartphone/tablet/point & shoot cameras 
typically control exposure through a slider - 
to increase light push the slider up, to 
decrease slide down

○ DSLR/SLR/Mirrorless cameras control 
exposure through three functions: aperture 
(f-stop), shutter speed, and ISO - creating a 
properly exposed camera requires a 
balance between the three functions



Over exposed
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Proper exposure



Quick overview of DSLR/SLR/Mirrorless cameras

● Cameras that have interchangeable lens and body systems
● DSLRs/SLRs (Single Lens Reflex) allows photographers to see through the 

viewfinder out the lens via a mirror.  The mirror and aperture is controlled by a motor 
and opens/exposes the film or sensor

● Mirrorless cameras weigh less due to the lack of a mirror, these cameras are 
smaller and more portable. 

● 3 main controls for photography:
○ Aperture (f-stop) controls how much of the subject is in focus - the higher the number the greater 

depth of field (range of area in focus)
○ Shutter speed controls how long the sensor/film is exposed - the longer the shutter is open the more 

“time” and “light” recorded - longer exposures result in blur and risk becoming over exposed
○ ISO - controls how sensitive the film/sensor is to light. Low ISO is ideal for daytime outdoor 

photography, High ISO is ideal for dim environments (indoors, night) - high ISO creates grainy images



Shutter Speed - 1/13s, 1/100s



ISO - 400, 6400



ISO - close up 



Aperture (f-stop) - 1.8f, 22f



Smartphone/Tablets/Point & Shoot cameras

● These devices were created for quick photography, with streamlined controls 
for photography

● Basic controls include a slider to control exposure, HDR photography, Burst 
photos, Live photos, and various filters

● more complex software may include control over ISO, white balance, focus 
types and ranges, digital zoom, macro



Focus and range

● the focus refers to the clarity of the image.  Having a photo in focus implies 
that it is sharp, and easy to identify the subject.

● There are different types of focus: automatic, continuous, manual

● the range of focus is determined by the Aperture (f-stop)

● range is also determined by the lens and focal length

● macro photography allows for close range images with detailed focus



Macro photography

● Macro photography is great for close up images of plants
● To activate macro photography mode, make sure the flower 

icon is on your screen (Smartphones, Tablets, P&S)
● For DSLRs/SLRs/Mirrorless cameras, macro photography 

depends on the lens - if it has the ability to do macro 
photography it will have a flower icon on the lens

● To use macro photography, all you need to do is focus your 
camera as close as possible to the subject (this is more 
difficult with long range lenses, so I recommend a tripod 
and timer)

● Macro photography is not ideal for documenting larger 
areas of plants, but is great to identify pests, issues, new 
growth



Macro photography



Photographing plants for Identification

● consider how the plant is being framed in the image and your intention
● if you want to inquire about the species of an unknown plant, what features of 

the plant are you capturing in your photograph? 
● What is the true colour of the plant? Do the colours in the photograph 

represent the plants likeness? Do you need to change your white balance to 
correct for lighting?

● Try taking photographs of different angles of the plant, take multiple 
perspectives (close up, from a distance)

● Scale - how large or small is the plant? What is included in the image which 
can provide a sense of scale to viewers? 

○ use a measurement tool if possible in the photo
○ for smaller plants, use coins for scale 
○ for larger plants, use human hand or body for scale



Scale example



Photographing plants for documentation/records/research

● A great way to record garden growth 
and changes seasonally, or yearly

● Time lapse photography may be helpful 
- time between photographs (ie, 1 
second) can record long periods of time

● considerations of intent - is it a 
reference image for a future drawing, or 
comprehensive scientific illustration?

● Is the photograph a detailed look at an 
individual plant? Or is it documenting a 
space?

● Does it document the space/geographic 
region? 



Artistic photography of plants

● emphasis on high contrast 
photography, with low depth of field 
(very little in focus), minimalism

● little consideration to the 
representation/ID of the plant, 
instead focus is on the mood/beauty 
of the photograph

● colours, contrast, weather all 
contribute to the mood of the image

● rule of thirds, dynamic symmetry, 
symmetry, repetition/pattern, golden 
ratio/golden spiral



More things to consider 

● What is your goal with photographing plants? If it is to document or is it to be 
artistic? How does the lighting help your goal?

● Background - what is in the frame of the photo? If it is distracting, can it be 
cropped out? Can changing the focus help? Consider the colour/brightness of 
the background and whether it helps your goal.

● Shadows - do the shadows distract or alter the plant’s appearance? Does it 
alter the colours? Does it enhance the shape of the plant?



distracting background



Final Thoughts

● Take as many photos as possible  - try to get different angles, a range of 
exposures, and with different lighting.

● Always make sure your memory card has space (or you have extra film), and 
your battery is charged.

● Avoid touching the plant, ESPECIALLY if you cannot identify it. 

● Don’t overthink plant photography! Get out and take some photos, experiment 
and most importantly have fun!



Thank you!


